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Augusto Boal:  Forum theatre came to life in Peru, and then of course I perfected it a little bit. 

When I came to Europe, the first thing that they told me was that "oh yes, that’s very good for 

Latin America, but here the situation is different” And then we saw that it is not much 

different at all; the mechanics of the Forum theatre is for everyone, it is not only for the 

people in Peru, it is for people in Europe too. Here in Europe I started developing the 

Rainbow of desire series. Now we have 15 techniques of the Rainbow of desire. The initial 

techniques were developed in Europe (and here in Scandinavia). Then I went back to Brazil, 

where I went on developing the other techniques. Now we do Rainbow of desire all over the 

world; and my son Julian has done it too, in India.  I don’t believe that once you discover 

something, it is only good for that one thing. If it is only good for that, it is circumstantial and 

it is going to disappear very soon, because that reality will also change. The techniques that 

we developed are not going to die tomorrow, because they do not come impregnated by the 

specific conditions of Peru or Scandinavia. They come as a structure, and you are discussing 

themes in the group with which you use them. For instance in Brazil, I had not seen drugs 

before, and I had not talked about drugs or the violence of drug gangs. But now, in Rio if you 

do four plays, at least one will be about drugs, and at least one will be about police violence. 

So the themes change, but the mechanics are the same. Like if I learn English, I can talk about 

anything. I can talk about metaphysics, I can talk about history, I can talk about science, 

because I have the language. The discourse, the speech you want to make, needs a language. 

So you learn that language and use it to the needs of your group.  

 

Some people will say that the Rainbow of desire direction in your work is  

close to therapy; how would you comment on that?  

 

Augusto Boal:  My comment is that theatre is therapeutic, it is not therapy but it is  

therapeutic. I think that is so for all of you; if you do theatre it is good for you. And the theatre 

of the oppressed is dynamic theatre, it is not static. It allows people to go and try, and to try 
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again a third and a fourth time - and this is extremely therapeutic. Forum theatre is 

therapeutic. When you come here and you exert it, it is therapeutic. It does good for you,  

because the fact that you made the transgression and took part, makes you stronger. It makes 

you a person who does not accept the fiction of the reality here, and that’s good. It is 

therapeutic, but it is not a therapy. Therapy assumes that you have a psychological problem 

and a need for treatment. Therapy also assumes that there is a therapist, a person who knows 

better than us.  

 

Where is the borderline between being educational and therapeutic?  

 

Augusto Boal: I do not believe in a borderline there, I think there is an overlapping. I believe 

that if you do Hamlet sincerely and well, it is therapeutic for the actor. It can also make him 

sick if it is not well done, but it is therapeutic.  

 

Is it a different theatre work in the Rainbow of desire than in the Theatre of the  

oppressed?  

 

Augusto Boal:  I think the techniques of the Rainbow of desire are more complex. Really, if 

you look at the Forum, it is simplicity itself. You make a scene, with a protagonist and you 

show what to do; basically that is it. You can for example have ideas about how to use music, 

but it is still relatively simple. However, if you do techniques from the Rainbow of desire, it is 

much more complex, and it takes much more time to do it. That is because it is much more 

difficult to make theatre from what is hidden in your mind, maybe hidden from yourself. You 

do not know, so you have to go through regions in your head,  which are not clear to yourself.  

So it is more difficult, more complex, but it is theatre. I always insist: I am a man of the 

theatre. I am not a therapist, I am not a pedagogue, but of course theatre is therapeutic. Of 

course theatre is pedagogy, of course theatre is politics above all - politics in the sense that 

whatever we do here, is not to stay here. Whatever we do here, we will go out and do in real 

life. Whatever we learn here is to be extrapolated. To be a citizen is to change society. To be a 

citizen is to help make society better. The Theatre of the oppressed can help with this. I think 

that all forms from Rainbow of desire should go to Forum theatre, and then Forum theatre 

should go into the real world. What we do here is also real life, but I mean to life outside the 

Forum. All forms of Rainbow of desire are ways of externalising the oppression that you have 

internalised, but it is necessary to have a go at the reality outside, too. It is not to cure 
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yourself, it is to teach yourself what the authoritarian education prevented you from learning. 

I say that inside ourselves we have killers,  that is why we can play Macbeth. Inside ourselves 

we have melancholy, that is why we can play Hamlet. But we have good things also inside 

that can help us. The authoritarian education strangled those things, but they are still alive 

inside of us. Many characteristics that can be useful for us are sleeping there. The Theatre of 

the oppressed can bring those characteristics out.  

 

What are the most important challenges for the joker? 

 

Augusto Boal:  The joker has the most responsibility in coordinating the creators, because 

everyone has to be involved creating. As the joker you have the responsibility to coordinate 

all the creations and the creators. But you also have to take care not to impose your own view. 

You are not superior to anybody. You have your opinion, you have your intelligence, you can 

have all the qualities you have, but you never say I am like this or I have more knowledge of 

this; that is the basics of it.  Why is it called the joker? In Portuguese it is "coringa" , in 

Spanish "comodin",  but in English, unfortunately, joker also relates us to joking. We say 

"jokering" and not joking, because it means the white card. A joker, a real joker, is a person 

who can help the people write a play, help people do the blocking of the play, help the people 

with the music, with the text, with everything. That is the white card, so the responsibility is 

to learn more and more and know more and more, so that you can teach in many ways. That is 

a bigger responsibility. But you have to teach in a democratic way, to respect the other ones. 

When the audience want to discuss what they think, the joker’s  responsibility is a moral 

responsibility above all. It is important not  to use this privileged position to impose ideas, 

because it is a privileged position. It is like when I am in a privileged position here, and Julian 

is in a privileged position here, because you invited us. So we have come here, and we are 

supposed to know something. Maybe we do know it, maybe we do not; but supposedly we 

know everything about uses of our theatre forms - and it is not true. Today I learned that here 

in Norway you are using Forum theatre for children  4 and 5 years old. I had not heard about 

that before: How can you do Forum theatre with so young children? How do they react? I 

would love to see a film about using Forum theatre for children of 4 and 5 years. I have never 

seen that. But you have done it here! Now I can tell everyone: Look, I am sure you can do 

Form theatre for 4 year olds. If it is possible in Norway, then it is a possible in Brazil, too. So 

I shall take this back to Brazil! Thank you… 
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The interview took place at Høgskolen i Bergen (Bergen University College), November 4th 

2003. It has been transcribed from video tape by Jørn Lavoll.  

 

Sitater: 

So the themes change, but the mechanics are the same. 

 

To be a citizen is to change society. To be a citizen is to help make society better. The Theatre 

of the oppressed can help with this. 

 

. Today I learned that here in Norway you are using Forum theatre for children  4 and 5 years 

old. I had not heard about that before: How can you do Forum theatre with so young children? 

 

Now I can tell everyone: Look, I am sure you can do Form theatre for 4 year olds. If it is 

possible in Norway, then it is a possible in Brazil, too. 
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